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Opinion
In Japan, the spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is
becoming more serious. In April 2020, an emergency declaration
was issued nationwide, and people have been encouraged to stay
home and refrain from outside activity. In February, during the
period when hay fever became prevalent, I saw many people wearing
masks. As COVID-19, which began in Wuhan, has spread not only in
Asian countries, such as Japan, China, South Korea, and Taiwan [1],
but also in the United States and Europe, more people are wearing
masks. Currently, most people wear masks. It is hard to find the
person who do not wear the mask on the street. In Japan, there has
been a shortage of nonwoven masks on the market for the past two
months, making it difficult to purchase them at local stores. Some
people are lined up in front of pharmacies seeking masks beginning
early in the morning. Just recently, some companies urgently have
started to produce more masks. Now, the lack of surgical and N95
masks at medical institutions is also a serious problem. Despite this
situation, some incidents of corrupt politicians or people who sold
masks at high prices or sent them to his affiliate with high prices
were found. Mask production and supply are not keeping up with
actual demand, creating a small supply. The Japanese government
decided to distribute 2 cloth masks per household, and some people
have received them by mail. However, the budget of $ 431 million
(46.6 billion yen) that was used was controversial [2]. The masks
which were delivered to many households, however, many defects
of the masks were reported from the people who received from the
government via post mail. Some companies related to the delivery
are now collecting those masks.
Although nosocomial infection due to corona virus are serious
issue in many hospitals in Japan, there is a tremendous shortage
of medical masks and protective medical wears at medical
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institutions. Eventually, raincoats and plastic bags are used in
some hospitals in replace of protective medical wears. People
make every effort to procure masks. Some people make masks
with handkerchiefs, socks, or cloth, and some put kitchen paper or
gauze between the mouth and cloth masks for further protection.
Some people wash nonwoven masks many times, even if the
original effectiveness might be weakened due to multiple washings.
There are some studies regarding the effectiveness of face masks
in the time of influenza, however there were no solid evidence on
the effectiveness [3,4]. A study comparing health-care workers
wearing cloth masks or medical masks noted problems with cloth
masks based on infection rate results [5]. Another study on SARSCoV-2 concluded that both surgical and cotton masks seems to be
ineffective for prevention at coughs by infected patients [6]. Due to
the shortage of masks in the market, people use nonwoven mask
or cloth mask by washing, however, mask-washing methods are
also inconsistent. Evidence repots are also very limited. Ministry
of Economy, Trade and Industry and Ministry of Health, Labor and
Welfare provided an image of how to wash the masks with the cloth
masks that were distributed. The last step involves soaking the
mask in chlorine bleach and rinsing well. Chlorine bleach may cause
respiratory or skin damage, raising a concern if you do not use it
in proper way. Based on my experience of having light respiratory
problem when cleaning the house with chlorine bleach. One of
my acquainting professors in Japan introduced me to a Nature
2016 publication [7] of an experiment in which a piece of surgical
mask was coated with sodium chloride salt, and high effectiveness
was proven. However, these masks have not yet on the market. it
seems to me that it is safer for me to coat with salt water in the last
washing step, however, again, the effects of nonwoven mask decline
due to multiple washing.
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Are people aware that prevention is not just a matter of relying
on masks? Even if individuals procure masks in any way, if they
touch the mask surface, infection may result. Masks are effective
in preventing the spread of respiratory particles and sputum
containing the virus to other people. However, despite wearing a
mask, an individual may still inhale the fine-particle aerosol and
sputum containing the virus, which might diffuse and remain in
the air for a long time in poorly ventilated places, from others.
COVID-19 is transmitted through infected items; therefore, handwashing important. The history of mask use shows that masks
were first used during the Spanish flu of 1918 [8], with gauze and
nonwoven masks becoming popular later. People may have learned
that wearing a mask has some effect when a Spanish flu became
prevalent in Japan, when approximately 390,000 to 450,000 people
died. According to a literature review, infections spread in densely
populated areas such as the army [9], and people were officially
notified to wear the masks [8]. Over approximately 100 years, test
kits or vaccines were developed; however, the recommendations by
Japanese health authorities were similar ones. They recommended
primary measures, such as masks, gargling, and inoculation, via
printed words, such as newspapers, posters and leaflets [8]. Now,
we also need to be aware of basic methods to maintain health
and strengthen the immune system, such as nutrition, sleep, and
exercise. And, our world need evidence-based study of cleaning
mask and develop reliable masks. Otherwise, people in the future
will encounter the same kinds of problems despite the development
of vaccine or medicine. Finally, I would like to stress that polymerase
chain test (PCR) for corona should be conducted more in Japan. The
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confirmation of people who are infected would lead to prevent the
further spread of infection. Japan is one of lowest levels of testing in
OECD countries [10].
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